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Abstract. We study the query complexity of exactly reconstructing
a string from adaptive queries, such as substring, subsequence, and
jumbled-index queries. Such problems have applications, e.g., in com-
putational biology. We provide a number of new and improved bounds
for exact string reconstruction for settings where either the string or the
queries are “mixed-up”.
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1 Introduction

Exact learning involves asking a series of queries so as to learn a configuration
or concept uniquely and without errors, e.g., see [12]. For example, imagine a
game where a player, Alice, is trying to exactly learn a secret string, S, such
as S = "rumpelstiltskin", which is known only to a magic fairy. Alice may
ask the fairy questions about S, but only if they are in a form allowed by the
fairy, such as “Is X a substring of S?”. Any allowable question that Alice asks
must be answered truthfully by the fairy. Alice’s goal is to learn S by asking
the fewest number of allowable questions. Her strategy is adaptive if her ques-
tions can depend on the answers to previous queries. This exact-learning string-
reconstruction problem might at first seem like a contrived game, but it actually
has a number of applications. For instance, in interactive DNA sequencing, the
fairy’s string is an unknown DNA sequence, S, and allowable queries are “Is X a
substring of S?” Each such question can be answered by a hybridization exper-
iment that exposes copies of S to a mixture containing specific primers to see
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which ones bind to S, e.g., see [73]. Thus, we are interested in the exact-learning
complexity of adaptively learning an unknown string via queries of various given
types, that is, for exactly reconstructing a string from queries. Formally, we
are interested in minimizing a query-complexity measure, Q(n), which, in our
case, is the number of queries of certain types needed in order to exactly learn
a string, S. This query-complexity concept comes from machine-learning and
complexity theory, e.g., see [3,12,18,25,32,76,83].

1.1 Related Work

Motivated by DNA sequencing, Skiena and Sundaram [73] were the first to study
exact string reconstruction from adaptive queries. For substring queries, of the
form “Is X a substring of S?”, they give a bound for Q(n) of (σ −1)n+2 log n+
O(σ), where σ is the alphabet size. For subsequence queries, of the form “Is
X a subsequence of S?”, they prove a bound for Q(n) of Θ(n log σ + σ log n).
Recently, Iwama et al. [44] study the problem for binary alphabets, which
removes the additive logarithmic term in this case. These papers do not consider
“mixed-up” strings, however, such as strings that are periodic or periodic with
errors. The abundance of repetitions and periodic runs in genomic sequences is
well known and has been exploited in the last decades for biologic and medical
information (see e.g. [15,16,30,33,35,53,65,66,74,82]). It is somewhat surprising
that this phenomenon has not been used to achieve more efficient algorithms.
Margaritis and Skiena [60] study a parallel version of exact string reconstruc-
tion from queries, which are hybrids of adaptive and non-adaptive strategies,
showing, e.g., that a length-n string can be reconstructed in O(log2 n) rounds
using n substring queries per round. Tsur [77] gives a polynomial approximation
algorithm for the 1-round case. As in [73], these papers do not consider bounds
for Q(n) based on properties of the string such as its periodicity. Cleve et al. [28]
study string reconstruction in a quantum-computing model, showing, for exam-
ple, that a sublinear number of queries are sufficient for a binary alphabet. This
result does not seem to carry over to a classical computing model, however,
which is the subject of our paper.

Another type of query we consider is the jumbled (or histogram)-index
query, first considered in [20,21,26,37] and studied more recently in, e.g. [4,7,
9,10,52,62]. Jumbled indexing has many applications. It can be used as a tool
for de novo peptide identification (as in e.g. [45,50,51]), and has been used as a
filter for searching an image database [27,31,75,81,85]. In this query, which has
received much study of late, but has not been studied before for adaptive string
reconstruction, one is given a Parikh vector, i.e., a vector of frequency counts for
each character in an alphabet, and asked if there is a substring of the reference
string, S, having these frequency counts and, if so, where it occurs in S. Such
reconstruction may aid in narrowing down peptide identification, or focusing on
image retrieval.

Another model for string reconstruction, tangential to ours and studied
extensively, is the one defined by a non-adaptive oracle, e.g., see [1,2,13,14,19–
22,24,26,29,34,36–38,40–43,47–49,54,56,58,59,63,64,67–72,78,79,84]. In this
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model we are given a set of answers to queries in advance, and we aim to under-
stand sufficient and necessary conditions on the answers that enable the exact
reconstruction of the string. This model differs from the adaptive one consid-
ered in this paper in that it focuses on the study of combinatorial properties
of strings, rather than on minimizing the number of queries. We review existing
literature for non-adaptive string reconstruction in more detail in the full version
of the paper [5].

1.2 Our Results

We provide new and improved results for exactly reconstructing strings from
adaptive substring, subsequence, and jumbled-index queries. For example, we
believe we are the first to characterize query complexities for exactly recon-
structing periodic strings from adaptive queries, including the following results
for reconstructing a length-n periodic (i.e., “mixed-up”) string, S = pkp′, of
smallest period p, where p′ is a prefix of p and the alphabet has size σ:

– It requires at least |p| lg σ substring or subsequence queries.
– It can be done with σ|p| + �lg |p|� substring queries, if n is known.
– It can be done with O(σ|p| + lg n) substring queries, if n is unknown.
– It can be done with σ�lg n� + 2|p|�lg σ� subsequence queries, for known n.
– It can be done with 2σ�lg n�+2|p|�lg σ� subsequence queries, if n is unknown.

Perhaps our most technical result is that we show that we can reconstruct
a length-n string, S, within Hamming distance d of a periodic string S′ = pkp′,
of smallest period p, using O(min(σn, dσ|p| + d|p| lg n

d+1 )) substring queries, if
n is unknown. We also show that we can exactly reconstruct a general length-n
string, S, using 2σ�lg n� + n�lg σ� subsequence queries, if n is unknown. Such
queries are another “mixed-up” setting, since there can be multiple subsequence
matches for a given string. Our bound improves the previous best, decades-old
result, by Skiena and Sundaram [73], who prove a query complexity of 2σ lg n +
1.59n lg σ + 5σ for this case. If n is known, then σ�lg n� + n�lg σ� subsequence
queries suffice. We believe we are the first to study string reconstruction using
jumbled-index queries, which are yet another “mixed-up” setting, since they
simply count the frequency of each character occurring in a substring. We prove
the following results:

– We can reconstruct a length-n string with O(σn) yes/no extended jumbled-
index queries, which include a count for an end-of-string character, $.

– For jumbled-index queries that return an index of a matching substring, string
reconstruction is not possible if this index is chosen adversarially, but is pos-
sible using O(σ + n lg n) queries if it is chosen uniformly at random.

1.3 Preliminaries

We consider strings over the alphabet Σ = {a1, a2, . . . , aσ} of σ letters. The size
of a string X is denoted by |X|. We use X[i] to denote the ith letter of X and
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X[i..j] to refer to the substring of X starting at its ith and ending at its jth

letter (e.g., X = X[1..|X|]). We may ignore i when expressing a prefix X[..j] of
X. Similarly, X[i..] is a suffix of X. Occasionally, we will express concatenation
of strings X and Y by X ·Y (instead of XY ) to emphasize some property of the
string. A string X concatenated with itself k (resp. infinitely many) times can
be expressed as Xk (resp. X∞). The reversal of a string X is denoted by XR.

A string, S, has period p if S = pkp′, such that k > 0 is an integer and p′ is
a (possibly empty) prefix of p. Further, a string S is periodic if it has a period
that repeats at least twice, i.e. S = pkp′ and k > 11. The following is a well
known result concerning the periodicity of a string, due to Fine and Wilf [39],
which we will need later on.

Lemma 1 (Periodicity Lemma [39]). If p, q are periods of a string X of
length |X| ≥ |p| + |q| − gcd(|p|, |q|), then X also has a period of size gcd(|p|, |q|).

A doubling search is the operation used to determine a number n from a
(typically unbounded) range of possibilities. It involves doubling a query value,
m, until it is greater than n, followed by a binary search to determine n itself.
Its time complexity is 2�lg n� + 12.

Due to space constraints, we defer proofs of Lemmas and Theorems marked
with � to the full version of the paper [5], where we also include pseudo-code
for our algorithms.

2 Substring Queries

In this section, we study query complexities for a string, S, subject to yes/no
substring queries, IsSubstr, i.e. queries of “Is X a substring of S?”. We focus
on the cases where S corresponds to an originally periodic string, that may have
lost its periodicity property due to error corruption. The nature of the errors
is context-dependent. For example, corruption may be caused by transmission
errors or measurement errors.

There are multiple ways to model errors in strings (see [8,11,23,46,55,57,
80]). In this paper, we consider Hamming distance. We say that S is a d-
corrupted periodic string if there exists a periodic string S′ of period p,
such that |S| = |S′| and δ(S′, S) ≤ d, where δ is the Hamming distance. We
refer to p as an approximate period of S. Notice that, depending on d, there
might exist multiple possible strings S′ that originate S.

Our main result in this section is the following.

1 Our algorithms assume that S is periodic (k > 1), while the Periodicity Lemma (1)
only requires a string to have a period (k > 0).

2 A more sophisticated version of this procedure exists (see [17]) that actually improves
the constant in the time complexity, but for simplicity, we use the traditional algo-
rithm, which is asymptotically equivalent.
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Theorem 1. We can reconstruct a length-n d-corrupted periodic string S using

O

(
min

(
σn, dσ|p| + d|p| lg n

d + 1

))
queries,

for known d, unknown |p|, regardless of whether we know n, where p is a smallest
approximate period of S.

The algorithm of Theorem 1 is a more elaborate version of a reconstruction
algorithm for the special case of d = 0, i.e. when no errors occurred and S = S′,
and when n is not known in advance.

Theorem 2. We can reconstruct a length-n periodic string, S = pkp′, of small-
est period p, using O(σ|p| + lg n) substring queries, assuming both n and |p| are
unknown in advance.

The algorithm of Theorem 2, in turn, builds from a simple reconstruction
algorithm that handles the case where n is known in advance and d = 0.

For clarity, we will present our results in increasing order of complexity, from
the least general result of d = 0 and known n, to the most general result of
arbitrary d and unknown n.

2.1 Uncorrupted Periodic Strings of Known Size

We first give a simple algorithm to reconstruct a periodic string S = pkp′ of
smallest period p and known size with query complexity O(σ|p|), and then
show how to improve this algorithm to have query complexity σ|p| plus lower-
order terms. Our algorithms use a primitive developed by Skiena and Sun-
daram [73], which we call “append (resp., prepend) a letter.” In the append
(resp., prepend) primitive, we start with a known substring q of S, and we ask
queries IsSubstr(qai) (resp., IsSubstr(aiq)), for each ai ∈ Σ. Note that if we know
that one of the qai (resp., aiq) strings must be a substring, we can save one
query, so that appending or prepending a letter uses at most σ − 1 queries in
this case.

In our simple algorithm3, we iteratively grow a candidate period, q, using
the append primitive until qg(q)−1 is a substring, where g(x) = �n/|x|�. Notice
that q may be an “unlucky” cyclic rotation of p, which only repeats g(p) − 1
times, and we need to account for this possibility. Thus, once we get a substring
corresponding to qg(q)−1, we then append/prepend letters until we recover all
of S.

Theorem 3. � We can reconstruct a length-n periodic string S = pkp′, of
smallest period p, using O(σ|p|) substring queries, assuming n is known in
advance and |p| is unknown.

3 Pseudo-code can be found in the full version of the paper [5], where the number of
queries is also shown for each step involving queries.
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With a little more effort, we can improve the constant factor in the query
complexity, by showing that, for k = �n/|p|� > 3, the following implication
holds: if qg(q)−1 is a substring, then q must be a cyclic rotation of p.

Theorem 4. � We can reconstruct a length-n periodic string S = pkp′, of
smallest period p, using at most σ|p| + �lg |p|� substring queries, assuming that:
n is known in advance, k > 3 and |p| is unknown.

Notice that any reconstruction algorithm requires at least |p| lg σ queries.

Theorem 5. Reconstructing a length-n string, S = pkp′, of smallest period p,
requires at least |p| lg σ IsSubstr queries, even if n and |p| are known.

Proof. There are σ|p| possible periods for S. Since each period corresponds to a
different output of a reconstruction algorithm, A, and each query is binary, we
can model any such algorithm, A, as a binary decision tree, where each internal
node corresponds to an IsSubstr query. Each of the σ|p| possible periods must
correspond to at least one leaf of A; hence, the minimum height of A is lg(σ|p|).

	


2.2 Uncorrupted Periodic Strings of Unknown Size

As in Sect. 2.1, we iteratively grow a candidate period q and attempt to recover
S by concatenating q with itself in the appropriate way. The difficulty when n
is unknown is that we can no longer confidently predict g(q). Thus, we can no
longer issue a single query to test if q is the right period. An immediate solution is
to use a doubling search. Unfortunately, this introduces a multiplicative O(lg n)
term into the query complexity. To avoid it, we show how we can take advantage
of the Periodicity Lemma (1) to amortize the extra work needed to recover S.

Let us describe the algorithm4. We start with an empty candidate period q.
At each iteration, we add a letter to q, using the append primitive and, using
a doubling search, determine the run-length t of q, i.e. the maximum integer
t such that qt is a substring of S. If t = 1, we advance to the next iteration
and repeat this process. If, on the other hand, t > 1, we use q to determine the
largest substring T that has a period of size |q|. This can be done efficiently,
using doubling searches, by determining the largest suffix l of q and the largest
prefix r of q, such that IsSubstr(l ·qt ·r). Once T is determined, we check whether
it corresponds to S by checking if there is any letter preceding and succeeding
T . If T corresponds to S, we output it. Otherwise, we update q to be any largest
substring of T whose size is assuredly less than |p|: using Periodicity Lemma (1),
we argue in Lemma 2 below that, if q is not a cyclic rotation of p, then p must
be as large as almost the entire substring T ; more specifically, it must be the
case that |p| > |T | − |q| + 1. Thus, we update q to be a length-(|T | − |q| + 1)
prefix of T (any other substring of T would also work). We use this fact to get

4 Pseudo-code can be found in the full version of the paper [5], where the number of
queries is also shown for each step involving queries.
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a faster convergence to a cyclic rotation of p, while making sure that we do not
overshoot |p|. Indeed, this observation will enable us to incur a O(lg n) additive
factor, instead of a multiplicative one. After updating q, we advance to the next
iteration, where a new letter is appended to q, and repeat this process until
T = S.

Lemma 2. Let T be the largest proper substring of S = pkp′, of smallest period
p, such that: |q| is the length of the smallest period of T . Then, |p| > |T |−|q|+1.

Proof. Let us assume, by contradiction, that |p| ≤ |T | − |q| + 1. Then, |T | ≥
|q|+ |p|− 1 and, thus, |T | ≥ |q|+ |p|− gcd(|q|, |p|). In addition, if p is a period of
S, then T must have a period of size |p|. So, by the Periodicity Lemma (1), T also
has a period of size gcd(|q|, |p|). Moreover, since T is the largest proper substring
of S, |p| is not a multiple of |q|. Therefore, T must have a period shorter than
|q|, a contradiction. 	


Let q1, q2, . . . , qm be the sequence of m candidate periods of increasing length,
each of which is the result of the append/prepend primitive at the beginning of
every iteration, e.g. |q1| = 1. In addition, let us use ti to denote the run-length
of qi. Correctness of our algorithm follows from the following two lemmas.

Lemma 3. The algorithm successfully returns S = pkp′, of smallest period p, if
there exists an iteration i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}, such that qi is a cyclic rotation of p.

Proof. If ti > 1, then it is easy to see that the string T computed at iteration i,
must correspond to S. If fi = 1, then the algorithm essentially switches to the
letter-by-letter algorithm, appending or prepending letters until the end, when
qm = S. 	

Lemma 4. There exists an iteration i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}, such that qi is a cyclic
rotation of p.

Proof. Let us assume that there is no such iteration i. Then, since all the qi’s
are increasing in length, it must be the case that there exists an iteration j ∈
{1, 2, . . . ,m − 1}, such that: |qj | < |p|, but |qj+1| > |p|. However, it follows from
Lemma 2 (when ft > 1) and the fact that we add a single letter to qj (when
ft = 1) that p must be at least as large as qj+1, a contradiction. 	


The following lemma shows that we can charge the logarithmic factors,
incurred in each iteration j, to the work that would have been required to find
the letters introduced in qj+1. This establishes the amortization in query com-
plexity.

Lemma 5. � The number of queries performed in the jth iteration is at most
σ(|qj+1| − |qj |) + O(σ), for j < m, or O(σ + lg n), for j = m.

Theorem 2 follows from Lemmas 3 to 5. A detailed proof can be found in the
full version of the paper [5].
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2.3 Corrupted Periodic Strings

Let us assume throughout the remainder of this section that S is a d-corrupted
periodic string of approximate period p. Again, the main idea of the algorithm
described in this section consists of: (1) determining a cyclic rotation of a true
period (in this case, there might be multiple true periods), by iteratively growing
a candidate period q, and (2) using q to recover S accordingly. However, in the
presence of errors, each of these steps becomes more difficult to realize efficiently.
For example, in the first step, we might be growing a candidate period q that
includes an error. So, in order to rightfully reject the hypothesis that q is at
most as large as some approximate period p, our algorithm should be able to
tell the difference between (i) |p| = |q| and q includes an error and (ii) |p| > |q|.
Otherwise, the algorithm will keep on growing q until it is equal to S, possibly
incurring σn queries. In addition, the second step of using q to determine S
requires more work, since the presence of errors discards the possibility of simply
concatenating q with itself the required number of times. Because of these issues,
it is crucial that our algorithm understands when a candidate period is or not
free of errors. Thus, the algorithm relies on the following.

Lemma 6. Let A be any length-(2d + 1)|p| substring of a d-corrupted periodic
string S of approximate period p, corresponding to the concatenation of length-
|p| substrings q1, q2, . . . , q2d+1. Then, a cyclic rotation of p must be the only
substring qj appearing at least d + 1 times in q1, q2, . . . , q2d+1.

Proof. Clearly, there is some qi that is a cyclic rotation of p. Moreover, there is
some qj that appears at least d + 1 times in q1, q2, . . . , q2d+1, or the number of
errors would exceed d, by the pigeonhole principle. If i �= j, then each occurrence
of qj , contributes at least 1 error, resulting in at least d+1 errors, a contradiction.
Finally, qj must be the only string with d + 1 appearances in q1, q2, . . . , q2d+1,
by the pigeonhole principle. 	


Let us give the details for our algorithm5, which is able to recover S, even
when its size n is unknown. We maintain an initially empty substring, A, of S, by
extending it with 2d + 1 letters in each iteration, using the append and prepend
primitives (as described in Sect. 2.1), potentially incurring an extra σ queries for
detecting a left or right endpoint of S. In the case that n = |S| < |p|(2d+1), the
last iteration requires only min(2d + 1, |S| − |A|) new letters. Thus, after adding
letters to A in the ith iteration, A is a substring of S of size at most i(2d + 1).
Before advancing to the next iteration, we determine the only possible length-
i candidate period q that could have originated A with at most d errors (by
Lemma 6). At this point we do not know if some approximate period p has size
|p| = i, so we try to use q to recover the rest of the string, halting whenever the
total number of errors exceeds d, in which case we advance to the next iteration
and repeat this process for a new candidate period of size i + 1. This logic is in

5 Pseudo-code can be found in the full version of the paper [5], where the number of
queries is also shown for each step involving queries.
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the subroutine Expand(q), described next(See footnote 5). It initializes a string
T to q and expands it by doing the following at each iteration:

1. Appending to T the largest periodic substring of period −→q , where −→q is the
appropriate cyclic rotation of q that aligns with the right-endpoint of T .
This can be done efficiently by determining the maximum value of x, using a
doubling search, for which

IsSubstr(T · (−→q ∞[.. x])),

incurring 2�lg x� + 1 queries. The cyclic rotation −→q can be determined with
no additional queries, by maintaining the value x′, which is the value of x in
the previous iteration, i.e. −→q is the cyclic rotation of q starting at the index
(x′ mod |q| + 2) of q.

2. Prepending to T the largest periodic substring of period ←−q , where ←−q is
the appropriate cyclic rotation of q that aligns with the left-endpoint of T .
This can be done efficiently by determining the maximum value of y, using a
doubling search, for which

IsSubstr(((←−q R)∞[.. y])R · T ),

incurring 2�lg y� + 1 queries. The cyclic rotation ←−q can be determined with
no additional queries in a similar fashion to −→q .

3. Determining, if they exist, the letters immediately to the left and to the right
of T , using 2σ queries, and adding them to T .

The expansion process in Expand(q) halts when either the total number of
errors with respect to q, δ(T, q∞[..|T |]), exceeds d (in which case we advance to
the next iteration), or when T = S (in which case we return T ).

Remark 1. Expand(q) successfully returns S if and only if q is a cyclic rotation
of some approximate period.

Lemma 7. The number of queries performed during any call to Expand is
O(dσ + d lg n

d+1 ).

Proof. Each call to Expand uses at most 2(d + 1)σ queries to determine the
corrupted letters, as well as the left/right endpoints of S – the total number of
iterations of the while loop in Expand is d + 1, since every iteration except the
last introduces at least 2 errors in T , and each iteration incurs 2σ queries.

In addition, the number of queries used by Expand(q) during the doubling
searches is

|q|∑
j=1

(2�lg xj� + 2�lg yj� + 2) ,

where xj and yj denote, respectively, the lengths of the substrings determined
via doubling searches in steps 1 and 2, during the jth call to Expand. Since the
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total number of iterations is d + 1, there is at most d + 2 such xj ’s and yj ’s.
Moreover, the above summation is maximized when all the xj ’s and yj ’s have
the same average value of at most (n − d)/(d + 1). This follows from Jensen’s
inequality and concavity of log. Thus, the overall time complexity is

O

(
dσ + d lg

n

d + 1

)
.

	

Correctness and query complexity of our algorithm follows from Remark 1

and Lemmas 6 and 7, giving us:

Theorem 6. � We can reconstruct a length-n d-corrupted periodic string S
using O(dσ|p| + d|p| lg n

d+1 ) queries, for known d, unknown |p|, regardless of
whether we know n, where p is a smallest approximate period of S.

If n is known, we could save the queries used to check the left and right
endpoints of S, but this does not alter the query complexity asymptotically.

We assume a small enough number of errors, following [6]. In particular, if
d = O(k/(1 + lg n)), our algorithm is an improvement to the O(σn) letter-
by-letter algorithm of Skiena and Sundaram [73] for general strings, where
k = �n/|p|�. Thus, our algorithm performs better if there is, on average, at
most 1 error in every other O(1 + lg n)th non-overlapping occurrence of p. If the
number of errors is not small enough, then one should run the letter-by-letter
algorithm intercalated with ours, to get an upper bound of O(σn) queries, giving
us Theorem 1, introduced at the beginning of this section.

3 Subsequence Queries

We study the query complexity for a length-n string, S, subject to yes/no sub-
sequence queries, IsSubseq, i.e., queries of the form “Is X a subsequence of S?”
We begin with a simple lower bound.

Theorem 7. � Reconstructing a length-n periodic string, S = pkp′, of smallest
period p, requires at least |p| lg σ IsSubseq queries, even if n and |p| are known.

Let us next describe an algorithm for reconstructing a periodic length-n
periodic string, S = pkp′, of smallest period p. We begin by performing either
binary searches (if n is known) or doubling search (if n is unknown), using queries
of the form IsSubseq(ai) to determine the number of a’s in S, for each a ∈ Σ.
From all of these queries, we can determine the value of n if it was previously
unknown. This part of our algorithm requires either σ�lg n� or 2σ�lg n� queries
in total, depending on whether we knew n at the outset.

If the number of a’s in S is n, for any a ∈ Σ, then we are done, so let us
assume the number of a’s in S is less than n, for each a ∈ Σ. Thus, when we
complete all our doubling/binary searches, for each letter, a ∈ Σ that occurs
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a nonzero number of times in S, we have a maximal subsequence, Sa, of S,
consisting of a’s. Moreover, since S is periodic with a period that repeats k
times, each Sa is periodic with a period that repeats k times. Unfortunately,
at this point in the algorithm, we may not be able to determine k. So next we
create a binary merge tree, T , with each of its leaves associated with a nonempty
subsequence, Sa, much in the style of the well-known merge-sort algorithm, so
that T has height �lg σ�. We then perform a bottom-up merge-like procedure in
T using IsSubseq queries, as follows.

Let v be an internal node in T , with children x and y for which we have
inductively determined periodic subsequences, Sx and Sy, respectively, of S. Let
nx = |Sx| and ny = |Sy|. To create the subsequence, Sv, for v, we need to
perform a merge procedure to interleave Sx and Sy. To do this, we maintain
indices i and j in Sx and Sy, respectively, such that we have already determined
an interleaving, Sv[..i + j], of Sx[..i] and Sy[..j]. Initially, i = j = 0. We then
perform the query IsSubseq(Sv[..i+j]·Sx[i+1]·Sy[j+1..ny]). Suppose the answer
to this query is “yes”. In this case, we set Sv[..i+j +1] = Sv[..i+j] ·Sx[i+1] and
we increment i. If, on the other hand, the answer to the above query is “no”,
then we set Sv[..i + j + 1] = Sv[..i + j] · Sy[j + 1], because in this case we know
that IsSubseq(Sv[..i+j] ·Sy[j +1] ·Sx[i+1..nx]) would return “yes”. If this latter
condition occurs, then we increment j.

Let qv denote this new interleaving prefix, Sv[..i + j], and let k̂ = �n/|qv|�.
If qv

k̂qv
′ is a plausible interleaving of Sx and Sy, where qv

′ is a prefix of qv,
then we next ask the query IsSubseq(qv

k̂qv
′). If the answer is “yes”, then we set

Sv = qv
k̂qv

′ and this completes the merge. Otherwise, we continue incrementally
interleaving Sx and Sy, using the current values of i and j, by iterating the
procedure described above. Clearly, this merge procedure asks at most 2|qv|
queries in total.

Theorem 8. � We can determine a length-n periodic string, S = pkp′, of small-
est period p of unknown size, using 2σ�lg n� + 2|p|�lg σ� IsSubseq queries, if n is
unknown. If n is known, then σ�lg n� + 2|p|�lg σ� IsSubseq queries suffice.

A simple modification of our algorithm also implies the following.

Theorem 9. � We can determine a length-n string, S, using 2σ�lg n�+n�lg σ�
IsSubseq queries, without knowing the value of n in advance. If n is known, then
σ�lg n� + n�lg σ� IsSubseq queries suffice.

This latter theorem improves a result of Skiena and Sundaram [73], who
prove a query bound of 2σ lg n + 1.59n lg σ + 5σ when n is unknown.

4 Jumbled-Index Queries

Jumbled-indexing involves preprocessing a given string, S, so as to determine
whether there exists a substring of S whose letter frequencies match the given
Parikh vector , i.e., a vector ψ = (f1, . . . , fσ) such that fi is the number of
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occurrences in S of ai ∈ Σ, e.g., see [4,7,9,10,52,62]. In this section, we study
the query complexity for reconstructing an unknown length-n string, S, using
jumbled-index queries. As observed by Acharya et al. [1,2], strings and their
reversals have the same “composition multiset”. This immediately implies the
following negative result.

Lemma 8. � If S is not a palindrome, then S cannot be reconstructed by yes/no
jumbled-index queries, which return whether there is a substring in S with a given
Parikh vector.

Given that simple yes/no jumbled-index queries are not sufficient for string
reconstruction, let us consider an extended type of yes/no jumbled-index query.

– Jumbled-Indexing with End-of-string symbol “$” (JIE): given an
extended Parikh vector, ψ = (f1, . . . , fσ, f$), for the letters in Σ and an end-
of-string symbol, $, which is not in Σ, this query returns a yes/no response
as to whether there is a substring of S$ with extended Parikh vector ψ.

Unlike the yes/no jumbled-index queries, this variant enables full reconstruction.

Theorem 10. We can reconstruct a length-n string, S, using (σ − 1)n JIE
queries, if n is known, or σ(n + 1) JIE queries, if n is unknown.

Proof. Our method is to use a letter-by-letter reconstruction algorithm via an
adaption of the prepend-a-letter primitive for substring queries. Suppose n is
unknown. Let ψ be an extended Parikh vector for a known suffix, s, of S$;
initially, ψ = (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1) and s = $. Then we perform a jumbled-index query
for ψi, for each ai ∈ Σ, where ψi = ψ except that ψi adds 1 to the fi value
in ψ. If one of these, say, ψi, returns “yes”, then we prepend ai to our known
suffix and we repeat this procedure using ψi for ψ. If all of these queries return
“no”, then we are done. If n is known, on the other hand, then we can skip this
last test of all-no responses and we can also save at least one query with each
iteration, with the algorithm otherwise being the same. 	


We can also consider jumbled-index queries that return an index of a match-
ing substring for a given Parikh vector, if such a substring exists. Though related,
notice that this type of query is not subsumed by the query studied in Acharya
et al. [1,2], which returns the number of occurrences (instead of position) of
matching substrings in S. There is some ambiguity, however, if there is more
than one matching substring; hence, we should consider how to handle such
multiple matches. For example, if a jumbled-index query returns the indices of
all matching substrings, then σ queries are clearly sufficient to reconstruct any
length-n string, for any n, without knowing the value of n in advance. Thus, let
us consider two more-interesting types of jumbled-index queries.

– Adversarial Jumbled-Indexing (AJI): given a Parikh vector, ψ =
(f1, . . . , fσ), this query returns, in an adversarial manner, one of the starting
indices of a matching substring, if such a string exists. If there is no matching
substring, this query returns False.
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– Random Jumbled-Indexing (RJI): given a Parikh vector, ψ = (f1, . . . , fσ),
this query returns, uniformly at random, one of the indices of a substring with
Parikh vector ψ if such a substring exists in S. If there is no such substring,
this query returns False.

Unfortunately, for the AJI variant, there are some strings that cannot be fully
reconstructed, but this is admittedly not obvious. In fact, the unreconstructabil-
ity characterization of [1,2] fails for AJI queries, because the symmetry property
used in their construction of pairwise “equicomposable” strings inherently yields
matching substrings with symmetric (e.g. different) positions in S.

Nevertheless, we give a construction of an infinite family of pairwise undis-
tinguishable strings, i.e. two strings such that, for every possible query, there
exists an answer (positive or negative) that is common to both strings. Clearly,
the adversarial strategy is to output these common answers when given either
of these strings. In particular, for all b ≥ 1, consider the two binary strings of
length 4b + 14 given below, which differ only in the middle section, consisting of
01 in the first string and 10 in the second:

S1 = 101101(10)b01(10)b010010

S2 = 101101(10)b10(10)b010010

Theorem 11. � The strings S1 and S2 cannot be distinguished using AJI
queries, for b ≥ 1.

In contrast, the query variant RJI can be used to reconstruct any length-n
string, S, without knowing the value of n in advance. In particular, it is possible
to reconstruct any length-n string, S, using O(σ +n log n) RJI queries with high
probability. Our algorithm for doing this involves a reduction to a multi-window
coupon-collector problem.

Let ψi be a Parikh vector that is all 0’s except for a count of 1 for the letter
ai ∈ Σ. Note that an RJI query using ψi will return one of the ni locations in S
with an ai uniformly at random (if ni > 0). If ni = 0, for any i = 1, 2, . . . , σ, we
learn this fact immediately after one RJI query for ψi, so let us assume, w.l.o.g.,
that ni > 0, for all i = 1, 2, . . . , σ, after performing an initial σ number of RJI
queries.

Recall that in the coupon-collector problem, a collector visits a coupon
window each day and requests a coupon from an agent, who chooses one of n
coupons uniformly at random and gives it to the collector, e.g., see [61]. The
expected number of days required for the collector to get al.l n coupons is nHn,
where Hn is the nth Harmonic number. But this assumes the collector knows
when they have received all n coupons (i.e., the collector knows the value of n).

In a coupon-collector formulation of our reconstruction problem, we instead
have σ coupon windows, one for each letter ai ∈ Σ, where each window i has
ni coupons that differ from the coupons for the other windows, and we do not
know the value of any ni. Each day the collector must choose one of the coupon
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windows, i, and request one of its coupons (corresponding to an RJI query
for ψi), which is chosen uniformly at random from the ni coupons for window
i. We are interested in a strategy and analysis for the collector to collect all
n = n1 + n2 + · · · + nσ coupons, with high probability (i.e., with probability at
least 1 − 1/n).

Note that although we do not know the value of any ni, we can nonetheless
test whether the collector has collected all n coupons. In particular, suppose we
have received RJI responses for all indices, 1, 2, . . . , n, for letters in S, and let
ni be the number of ai’s we have found so far. Let ψ′ = (n1, n2, . . . , nσ), and let
ψ′

i be equal to ψ′ except that we increment ni by 1. If an RJI query for each ψ′
i

returns False, then we know we have fully reconstructed S. Thus, if n = 1, then
we can determine this and S after 2σ RJI queries, so let us assume that n ≥ 2.
Further, we can assume we have a bound, N ≥ 2, which is at least n and at
most twice n, by a simple doubling strategy, where we double N any time a test
for n fails and we set N equal to any RJI query response that is larger than N .
Therefore, the remaining problem is to solve the multi-window coupon-collector
problem.

Our strategy for the multi-window coupon-collector problem is simply to visit
the coupon windows in phases, so that in phase i we repeatedly visit window i
until we are confident we have all of its ni coupons, for which the following
lemma will prove useful.

Lemma 9. � Let Ti be the number of trips to window i needed to collect all its
ni ≥ 1 coupons. Then, for any real number β:

Pr (Ti > βni ln N) ≤ ni

Nβ
.

Our strategy, then, is to let β ≥ 2 be constant, and in phase i, implement a
doubling strategy where we perform βNi log N RJI queries for ψi, such that Ni

is an upper bound estimate for ni, which we double each time we get more than
Ni distinct responses to our queries in this phase. So by the end of the phase i,
ni ≤ Ni ≤ 2ni. This gives us:

Theorem 12. � A string, S, of unknown size, n, can be reconstructed using
O(σ + n log n) RJI queries, with high probability.

5 Conclusion and Open Questions

We have studied the reconstruction of strings under the following settings, by
giving efficient reconstruction algorithms and proving lower bounds: (i) periodic
strings of known and unknown sizes, with and without mismatch errors, using
substring queries; (ii) periodic strings of known and unknown sizes, using sub-
sequence queries and (iii) general strings, using variations of jumbled-indexing
queries. For the non-optimal algorithms given here, it would be nice to know
whether there exist matching lower bounds, or whether there exist faster algo-
rithms. We mention additional possible future work in the full version of the
paper [5].
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